212 moth-eaten, bilious, crapulous, worm-eaten, mildewed,
imbecilic, pusillanimous and completely gaga. If.a
drunken Greek had come running in with a cleaver and
begun chopping off our hands I would have said "Bravo!
Merry Christmas to you, my gay little man!" But the only
drunken Greek I saw was a little fellow at the next table
who suddenly turned very white and without a word of
warning puked up a heaping dishful of bright vomit and
then quietly lowered his heavy head into it with a dull
splash. Again I could scarcely blame Durrell for being
disgusted. By this time his nerves were on edge. Instead
of leaving immediately we remained to carry on a fool-
,ish discussion about the relative merits of various peoples.
Crossing the square with its quaint arcades a little later,
in a fine drizzle, Sparta seemed even more appealing to
me than at first blush. It seemed very like Sparta, is what
I thought—which is a meaningless phrase and yet exactly
what I mean. Sparta, when I had thought about it previ-
ously, had always appeared in my mind as a very blue
and white hamlet tucked away like some forgotten out-
post in the midst of .a fertile plain. If you think about it
at all, Sparta must give rise to an image exactly the con-
trary of Athens. In fact, the whole Peloponnesus seems
inevitably to awaken a suggestion of notness. Against the
brilliant, diamond-pointed Attica one posits an obstinate
sloth which resists not for any good reason but for the per-
verted pleasure of resisting. Rightly or wrongly, Sparta
stands out in the mind's eye as an image of cantankerous,
bovine righteousness, a foul behemoth of virtue, adding
nothing to the world despite its advanced eugenic ideals.
This image now comes to rest in the mud, sleepy as a
turtle, contented as a cow, useless as a sewing machine in
a desert. You can like Sparta now because, after centurifes
of obsolescence, it is no longer a menace to the world. It
is now exactly the <juaint, rather ugly, rather shabbily

